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Thank you all for being a part of this wonderful community. We are excited to continue

building and growing the organization.  If you have comments, suggestions, or ideas on

what you would like to see in 2022, please send those over to

latinxsinsustainability@latinoverde.org.

Upcoming December Event
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Please join Latinxs in Sustainability this Thursday, December 16th
for an evening of networking and new connections. Our goal is to
establish and facilitate pathways for underrepresented and under-
resourced Latinx communities to connect in an effort to diversify
the sustainability workforce. Zoom details will be sent 48 hours
before the event. Register here. 

Latinxs in the Media Highlight

“I think good, inclusive mentorship

is having someone who has a

profound understanding of your

challenges.” LIS founder, Cristina

Garcia, was recently featured on

Grist’s Fix to discuss inclusive

mentorship. Read more here to learn

why mentorship is key to creating

inclusive climate work.

Have you been in the media? We

want to elevate Latinx professionals

in the sustainability field being

highlighted! Elevating one of us,

collectively elevates all of us! 
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News from Our Partners

Apply today for the 2022 Clean Energy Leadership Institute (CELI) Fellowship! CELI

is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit dedicated to developing a new kind of energy

leadership. Through its growing communities in Washington, D.C,

California’s Bay Area, Chicago, New York City, and now National Cohorts,

CELI is working to create a national institution to accelerate innovation,

community, energy justice, and leadership across the clean energy ecosystem. 

Built for working professionals, CELI’s fellowship is held weekly for two hours

in the evening and is taught by influential thought leaders and expert

practitioners in the field. Fellows are challenged to think critically about

current energy policy and market structures, identify existing barriers to

clean energy deployment and innovation and formulate new solutions to

ensure equity is central to the transition moving forward. 
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Applications are due January 7, 2022! Please use the code LIS to waive the

application fee. Applicants that use this code and are accepted may also

receive partial or full scholarships.

Highlighting Trailblazers Event
We'll start 2022 with a virtual event dedicated to highlighting trailblazers who are leading

the way and giving back to their community. Stay tuned for the announcement!

Do you know someone who should be invited to speak at this event?

Send us that information at latinxsinsustainability@latinoverde.org!

2021 has been a hectic year for all of us,

but we are grateful to have spent this

year raising awareness on important

issues through our series “The

Intersection of Climate and Social

Justice” and “Equity in the Latinx

Community”.  This series included

seven events where we elevated the

voices of 25 Latinx professionals in the

field! We are excited to continue our

work next year with you and hope to

bring new programming to further

elevate the Latinx community. Stay

tuned next year for our webinars, 

mentorship program, and a Spring

career fair!
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